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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd are currently investigating the viability of relocating the
Hayle Rugby Club Facilities, to a site at Carwin Rise, Hayle, Cornwall.
The impact that the proposed development may have on its immediate environment, and in
particular with regard to surface water drainage and disposal requires assessing as part of the
planning process.
In order to address any potential impact, Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd have
commissioned H2OK Systems Ltd. The objective of this appointment is essentially to prepare a
Flood Risk Assessment and surface water drainage strategy for the development in
accordance with ‘Drainage Guidance for Cornwall Council’ and Planning Policy Statement 25
“Development and Flood Risk”. This study aims to address drainage issues on the site and
ensure the site is suitable for and can accommodate a suitable Sustainable Urban Drainage
System. This report describes the findings of the study.
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2.0

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

2.1

Site Location
The proposed development site is located to the north-east of Hayle in Cornwall. The
approximate Ordnance Survey Grid Reference for the site is SW 578 388. A site location plan
is included in Appendix A.
The subject site is currently undeveloped agricultural land, located between the A30 and
Carwin Rise Road to the north-east of Loggans Moor Roundabout, and the surrounding
previously developed commercial areas. The site is approximately rectangular in plan and
covers an area of approximately 7.0 Hectares.
On its south-eastern side the subject site is defined by Carwin Rise (Road), which has earth
and stone hedgerows to either side. Carwin Farm is situated on the opposite side of the road
from the subject site, and is surrounded by agricultural land. The north-western side of the
subject site is defined by a post and rail fence and in the north-western most corner of the
site there is a part landscaped part overgrown area, which separates the site from the A30
Highway. To the east of this landscaped/overgrown area, and for the most part, the A30
Highway runs parallel with the site boundary. Loggans Moor (which is a SSSI) lies beyond the
A30 to the north, and is largely a wetland area. Directly to the south-west of the site there is
a petrol station and hotel. To the north-east of the subject site there is a region of agricultural
land, which separates the site from the village of Connor Downs.
With regard to topography, the site currently falls from a level of approximately 25.0m AOD in
the eastern corner, down to a level of approximately 10.0m AOD on the south-west boundary.
The site slopes relatively uniformly towards the north-west, at gradients varying from around
1 in 14 to 1 in 48.
In the wider context ground levels generally rise to the east of the site, with the local low
point lying in Loggans Moor to the west, where the ground falls more to the south-west.
There are a number of drainage ditches and watercourses to the west and south of the site.
The nearest watercourse to the site lies just beyond the south western boundary.
A topographical survey is included in Appendix B.

2.2

Existing Usage
The site is currently used for agricultural purposes.

2.3

Proposed Usage
It is proposed to develop the site with Rugby facilities including two full size pitches, a
training zone (potential phase 2 development), a club house with seating stands, and car
parking facilities.
A plan showing the proposed site layout is included in Appendix C.
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3.0

EXISTING HYDROLOGY
The main hydrological feature in the local area is the Angarrack Stream which flows adjacent
to the south west of the site in an open channel. The catchment drains an area of around
15.5km2, largely to the south east of the site.
The Angarrack Stream passes through a culvert underneath Carwin Rise Road, past the site
and then through another culvert underneath the A30, and into Loggans Moor. Loggans Moor
contains a number of drainage ditches and channels, which drain to the south west and into
the Copperhouse Pool.
The watercourse is largely regulated by structures located upstream of the site. The culvert
underneath Carwin Rise road, and a number of overflow weirs cause water to spill out of the
rivers left bank, and into the Marsh Lane area. The currently undeveloped land between the
Angarrack Stream and Marsh land contain various open channels and drains, which all drain
generally to the west where they combine to form a single watercourse which is culverted
under Marshland, and then the A30. Downstream the watercourse flows into the Copperhouse
Pool.
The Copperhouse Pool is a tidal basin controlled by a vertical sliding lock gate.
The Environment Agency’s ‘Drainage Guidance for Cornwall’ document identifies Hayle as a
critical drainage area.
Analysis of the EA’s indicative flood map shows the subject site is located outside of the
indicative floodplain. The indicative flood map is shown in Figure 3.1 below.

Subject Site

Figure 3.1 – Environment Agency Indicative Flood Zone Map
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4.0

FLOODING AND SURFACE WATER
A number of possible flooding mechanisms have been considered at the site, and are
discussed further below.

4.1

Groundwater Flooding
At present there are no surface water features within the site which would indicate a high
ground water table. No evidence of groundwater was noted in the three trial pits excavated
for percolation testing, which varied in depth from 2.3m to 3.3m.
In consideration of the above, groundwater flooding is not considered likely to affect the
proposed development, and as such shall not be considered further.

4.2

Overland Sheet Flow
Uphill of the proposed development site there are earth and stone walls either side of Carwin
Rise Road and also separating the existing agricultural fields. These are likely to prevent any
significant build up of overland flows uphill of the development site.
Flooding from overland flows is not considered to present a significant risk to the proposed
development and as such shall not be considered further.

4.3

Fluvial (River) Flooding
The site is situated uphill of the Angarrack Stream which flows directly adjacent to the sites
south-west border. There are regulating structures upstream of the site, which divert excess
flows to the west and away from the site.
The Environment Agency have confirmed in pre-application consultations that the site is
located entirely within Flood Zone 1, and as such is not affected by fluvial flooding.

4.4

Tidal Flooding
Existing ground levels at the site vary from around 10.0m AOD to 25.0mAOD. The 1 in 200
year predicted tidal level at Hayle Copperhouse is 4.53m. Tidal flooding will therefore not
affect the development site.

4.5

Flooding as a Result of Development
The development of the site will create impermeable surfaces, in areas that are currently
permeable, and will involve the installation of some pitch drainage. As such, the rate at which
water runs off these areas could increase. Due to this it is important that surface water runoff
from the development is managed appropriately by means of a sustainable surface water
drainage system, to prevent an increase in the risk of flooding in areas in the same
catchment, below the site.
In consideration of this a sustainable drainage system has been proposed as part of the
development. This shall be detailed further in Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
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5.0

DESIGN STANDARDS
Design of the site drainage infrastructure and SUDS is to be carried out in line with best
practice, and to industry standard design procedures. A number of publications, including
statutory instruments, design guidance and best practice guidance will apply to different
components of the final infrastructure. Currently many of the design guidelines offer
contradictory standards which ensure that the various infrastructure elements are disjointed in
terms of design and future maintenance responsibility.
Taking the above into account, the sections below provide an overview of the design
standards to be used on this project for various aspects of the infrastructure design.

5.1

Environment Agency Guidance
The EA were consulted for their pre-planning response to the development proposals. The
Environment Agency’s formal response has been reproduced in Appendix D.
The EA in conjunction with Cornwall Council have also devised ‘Drainage Guidance for
Cornwall Council’ which sets out the drainage standards required for different areas of the
county and development type. This document also sets out the requirements for FRA’s in
addition to the guidance given in PPS 25.
In line with the Drainage Guidance for Cornwall Council the following guidance should be used
to size the drainage system for the development.
A sustainable drainage system shall be provided ensuring flow attenuation, no adverse impact
on water quality and where possible habitat creation.
•

The total discharge from the site should aim to mimic greenfield rates. These shall be
no more than the theoretical greenfield run-off rates from each of the corresponding
1, 10, 30 and 100 year storms. When these values are less than 5 litres /second, a
rate of 5 litres/second can be used. Attenuation may not be necessary if the discharge
is to coastal waters. In this case the impact on the receiving environment in terms of
habitat, erosion and water quality should be assessed.

•

The design must take into account the appropriate allowance for climate change. This
should be based on the lifetime of the development, the guidance in Annex B of
PPS25 and the PPS25 practice guide.

•

Underground attenuation and piped sections should be designed for a minimum of
the 30-year storm. However total discharge rates from the site must still be controlled
for the 100-year storm. Attenuation of events exceeding the pipes system may be
achieved by temporarily flooding of open spaces or car parks. If surface flooding of
open areas is not appropriate, the formal drainage system should be designed for the
100 year storm.

•

Where infiltration is not used, long term storage must be provided to store the
additional volume of run-off caused by any increase in impermeable area. This is in
addition to the attenuation storage required to address flow rates, see Appendix F.
Alternatively rainwater harvesting can be used to offset this volume.

•

The long-term storage should discharge at a rate not exceeding 2
litres/second/hectare, as per Preliminary rainfall run-off management for
developments DEFRA / Environment Agency guidance W5-074 Revision D.
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•

5.2

Safe and appropriate flow routes from blockage and exceedance of the drainage
system must be evaluated. This must demonstrate no property flooding or increase in
flood risk, either offsite or to third parties.”

The CIRIA SUDS Manual
This document is a comprehensive publication covering the design, construction, operation
and maintenance of SUDS. As such advice and best practice, as outlined in this document, has
been utilised in the design of the site SUDS features outlined in this report.

5.3

CIRIA Report 156
This document covers infiltration testing and the design of infiltration drainage systems. This
document effectively replaces the former BRE Digest 365. Conceptual design using observed
infiltration rates has been carried out using the procedures outlined in this publication.

5.4

Building Regulations Part H
Building Regulations Part H ‘Drainage and Waste Disposal’ covers the design and installation
of surface water and foul water systems. All private drainage including pipes, manholes, down
pipes, and other drainage infrastructure on the site should be designed and installed in
accordance with this document.

5.5

Sewers for Adoption
All pipes and other drainage infrastructure proposed to be adopted by South West Water or
Cornwall County Highways should be designed and constructed in line with the WRC/Water
UK “Sewers for Adoption 6th Edition” publication. This publication covers the design of new
foul and surface water sewers.
It is envisaged that County Highways may adopt the bell mouth of the new road layout, and
the drainage that serves this area. The design of the interface between private and adoptable
infrastructure will need to be agreed with County Highways in advance to ensure adoption is
feasible.
The adoption of infrastructure by County Highways should be carried out under a Section 278
agreement as the work would encompass an alteration to the existing carriageway. This
allows the design to be approved by County Highways prior to construction. This process
should be commenced well in advance of the proposed construction start date in order to
resolve technical and legal issues. A minimum of six months should be allowed for the
submission and approval of the site and off site drainage prior to construction.

5.6

The Wallingford Procedure
Developed by HR Wallingford this publication covers the design of urban drainage systems. In
addition the document includes regional rainfall data for use in design for varying return
period events. Basic sizing calculations for the site soakaways have been carried out using this
method.
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6.0

PROPOSED SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE SCHEME (SUDS)

6.1

Overview
SUDS is a concept that includes long term environmental and social factors in decisions about
drainage. SUDS take into account the quantity and quality of surface water runoff, and the
amenity value of surface water in the urban environment. Many existing urban drainage
systems can cause problems of flooding, pollution or damage to the environment and in some
instances are currently proving to be unsustainable.
Any proposed built up area will need to be drained to remove surface water. Traditionally this
has been achieved by using underground pipe systems designed for quantity, to prevent
flooding locally by conveying the water away from the site as quickly as possible. However,
traditional methods often alter natural flow patterns which can lead to problems elsewhere in
the catchment. More recently water quality issues have become important due to pollutants
from urban areas being washed into rivers or the groundwater.
The amenity aspects such as water resources, community facilities, landscaping potential and
provision of varied wildlife habitats have been largely ignored; a well designed and well
managed SUDS can offer the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

management of runoff flow rates, reducing the impact of urbanisation on flooding
protection or enhancement of water quality
consideration given to the needs of the local community
enhancement of biodiversity quality in urban watercourses
encourage natural groundwater recharge

Percolation Testing
Surface water percolation testing was carried out by Ian Farmer Associates in September
2009 to ascertain the suitability of the subsoil to accommodate ground soakaways. Three trial
pits were excavated and tested in accordance with CIRIA Report 156 for the surface water
tests. The location of the percolation tests are shown on drawing 3005 in Appendix E, and
soil infiltration coefficient calculations included in Appendix F.
Surface water infiltration was found to vary significantly across the site. The water level in two
of the pits was not seen to vary over a period of 5 hours, whilst a moderate to rapid
infiltration rate was recorded in Trial Pit 2 located uphill of Trial Pits 1 and 3. This variation is
likely to be caused by a change in the near surface geology across the site.
Table 6.1 below summarises the q values calculated.
Trial Pit
q Infiltration Rate (m/hr)
TP 1
0.000
TP 2
0.526
TP 3
0.000
Table 6.1 – Infiltration rates obtained from percolation testing
Due to the variation of permeability across the site infiltration drainage alone should not be
relied upon as a method of disposing of surface water. However, in line with best practice,
infiltration shall be encouraged within the drainage system as far as is possible by using
swales for water conveyance wherever possible.
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6.3

Surface Water Drainage System
In view of the poor percolation rates measured as a whole, it is proposed that attenuation will
be used as a primary means of controlling runoff rates. Due to the proposed development
phasing it is proposed to provide an attenuation tank to the north of the second team pitch.
In addition a long swale shall be used to intercept and convey surface water run-off to the
150mm diameter pipe which takes surface water run-off to its ultimate discharge point. This
length of swale can also provide long term storage within the system, whilst encouraging
infiltration.
The development shall be drained to a private drainage system, although the access roads
and drainage may be offered for adoption to Cornwall County Highways. In all cases the
Environment Agency’s Drainage Guidance for Cornwall Council document should be adhered
to in the drainage design. As the design standard required by Cornwall County Highways is
lesser than that of the EA’s, the EA’s standard shall be designed to in this study.
It is proposed to re-landscape the site to provide flat first and second team rugby pitches, as
well as a gently sloping training/junior area. An access road, car park and club house with a
spectators stand shall also be provided. The re-landscaping to provide flat permeable plateaus
is likely to reduce run-off rates from these areas. However, it is likely that under-pitch
drainage shall be installed under the first and second team pitches, which could increase
surface water discharge rates.
The drainage system proposed in this flood risk assessment has been designed to collect
surface waters arising form the proposed impermeable areas of the development, as well as
from the under-pitch drainage systems. As the pitches will provide attenuation of surface
water falling onto them before it is collected in the under-pitch drainage, it has been assumed
that the pitches shall generate surface water run-off at a rate of 50% of an equivalent size
impermeable area. This is likely to be a conservative estimate, and could be revised once
details of any under-pitch drainage have been provided.
The following calculations are based on measurements taken from drawing 3010A in
Appendix G, with accompanying calculations displayed in Appendix H.
Pre-Development Run-off Rates
The ADAS 345 method has been used to calculate the pre-development run-off rates from the
site. Pre-development run-off rates for varying storm events are shown below in Table 6.2:
Storm Return Period (Yrs)

Pre-development Run-off Rate (litres/second)

1

7.0

10

11.1

30

15.0

100

20.5

Table 6.2: Pre-Development Site Greenfield Run-off Rates
Attenuation Storage
The volume of attenuation storage required at the site has been calculated using
MicroDrainage software. The attenuation storage calculation has been based on the 1 in 100
year storm, with a 20% allowance for climate change. Flows from the attenuation system
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shall be restricted to pre-development run-off rates from the area of the site where formal
drainage shall be provided.
The attenuation storage volume required has been calculated as 531.2m3, which could be
provided for in an underground tank of dimensions of 8.8 wide x 52.8 long x 1.2m deep
constructed from modular crates with a voids ratio of 0.95. The discharge from the tank shall
be restricted using a flow control device, and will discharge into the swale which subsequently
connects to a 150mm diameter pipe which conveys the surface water to its ultimate discharge
point.
The training pitches on the lower level are not connected to the main attenuation tank as they
shall not be formally drained. The post-development surface of these shall not change from
that of the pre-development field.
Long-Term Storage
Long-term storage shall be provided to serve the car park and roof areas. The formally
drained pitches shall not be included as there is natural storage for water within the body of
soil. The pre- and post-development run-off volumes have been calculated in accordance with
the method set out in CIRIA C697 as follows:

 PIMP
(α 0.8) + 1 − PIMP (β .SPR ) − SPR 
100 

 100


Volxs = RD.A.10 
Where:

Volxs = Extra run-off volume (m3) of development run-off over Greenfield run-off
RD = Rainfall depth for the 100 yr, 6 hr event (mm) = 60.9mm
PIMP = Impermeable area as a percentage of total area (%) = 11.4
A = Total area of site (ha) = 4.0240ha
SPR = the “SPR” index for the FSR SOIL type = 0.271
a = proportion of paved area draining to the network or directly to the river (values
from 0 – 1) with 80 per cent run-off = 1
b = proportion of pervious area draining to the network or directly to the river
(values from 0 to 1) = 1

11.4
(1x0.8) + 1 − 11.4 (1x0.271) − 0.271
 100 
 100


Volxs = 60.9x4.0240x10 
= 147.8m3

It is proposed that long term storage shall be provided for in the onsite swale which shall
convey water from the attenuation tank to the discharge pipe. The swale shall be fitted with
check dams at regular intervals which shall ensure the retention of water and encourage
infiltration. An orifice shall be fitted in each of the check dams to allow the discharge of the
stored water at a rate no greater than 8 litres per second (2 litres/second/hectare). Flows
exceeding this rate shall be allowed to weir over the check dams, eventually being discharged
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into the stream. The 188m long swale has the potential to store 211m3 of surface water,
which is sufficient for the long-term storage requirements.
Drawing 3000 included in Appendix I shows the proposed surface water drainage system for
the development.
6.4

Exceedance Events
All surface water run-off from the development site shall either be collected by the formal
drainage system, or shall be intercepted by the swale installed along the boundary of the site.
The swale and shall convey all exceedance flows to the outflow pipe to be discharged in the
off-site stream, without any risk of flooding other developed areas. Likely exceedance flow
routes within the site have been illustrated on drawing 3000 included in Appendix I.

6.5

Construction Phase Drainage
The swale and outflow pipe should be installed early on in the site works so that it can be
used as part of the construction phase drainage system. A temporary swale, with hay bale
dams, should be constructed on the lower boundary of the site during the construction phase
to intercept construction runoff. This would be in-filled once the site is completed. This should
intercept all surface water run-off from the site. The swale would encourage the settlement of
fines material from the run-off. If planting of the swale is carried out early on, further
treatment would also be provided by filtration.

6.6

Water Quality and Amenity/Habitat Value
All surface water from the car park and access road shall be collected separately and passed
through a full retention oil interceptor before being mixed with surface water from other
areas.
The swale shall enhance water quality by encouraging infiltration into the subsoil, as well as
providing the opportunity for the settlement and filtration of fines materials from suspension.
This could be enhanced further with the addition of appropriate planting.
The check dams shall provide areas of varying dampness within the swale which shall
enhance its habitat value. This could be enhanced further by varying its depth and width to
provide a number of small ponds as well as dryer areas.

6.7

Ownership and Maintenance
It is proposed that the drainage system shall remain in private ownership, although the access
road and associated drainage may be offered for adoption to the County Council. In this
instance it may be necessary to separate out drainage from these areas, which by inspection
appears feasible.
The eventual site owner/operator shall be responsible for maintaining the private drainage
system and SUDS elements within the site. Maintenance shall include:
•

Emptying of all grit/silt traps as required

•

Emptying of the oil interceptor as required

•

Carrying out regular inspections of the attenuation system including the storage
facility and flow control device, and carrying out maintenance/replacement as
required

10
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•

Maintaining conveyance and storage capacity of the swale by clearing vegetation and
any other blockages as required.

The developer should set out the responsibilities for the long term maintenance of the system
in a maintenance plan for the development.
It may be possible to have the full system adopted by Cornwall Council under the ‘Flood and
Water Management Act 2010’ depending on the enactment timing and technical standards
imposed.

11
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7.0

AFFECT ON ADJACENT SITES
With the implementation of the SUDS design as outlined in section 6.0, there should be little
or no impact on adjacent and downstream sites as a result of the proposed development.
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8.0

RESIDUAL RISKS AFTER DEVELOPMENT
Rainfall over and above the 1 in 100 year event would have the capacity to cause shallow
surface water flooding on site. The swale should however prevent any uncontrolled flow of
water from the site.
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9.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has confirmed that the site is located within Flood Zone 1 and as such in not at any
direct risk of flooding. PPS 25 therefore states that “All uses of land are appropriate in this
zone” from a flooding perspective.
The potential for a sustainable drainage system to be installed as part of the development has
been investigated. Percolation tests were carried out and have demonstrated that the subsoil
is not suitable for the use of infiltration methods as the sole means of surface water disposal.
It is therefore proposed to provide an attenuation based system to serve the development.
The conceptual design of an attenuation drainage system to serve the development has been
carried out. This makes use of an underground attenuation tank with a flow control device
and a swale and pipe to convey water to a stream located to the south west of the site.
The discharge of surface water from the site shall be restricted to the pre-development sites
greenfield run-off rates for storms up to the 1 in 100 year event. Attenuation storage within
the tank is based upon the 1 in 100 year storm, and includes a 20% allowance for climate
change.
Long term storage has been provided, for the car-park and roof areas, within the swale to
prevent an increase in the volume of water discharged from the site during any given storm
event.
The proposed swale shall enhance the quality of the water being discharged from the site by
providing opportunities for infiltration into the subsoil, and by encouraging settlement and
filtration of fines materials from the water. Appropriate planting and the variation of the width
and depth of the swale could also enhance the amenity/habitat value of the drainage system.
It has been proposed that the swale, as well as a temporary swale on the downstream
boundary, is constructed in the early stages of the site works so that it can be used as part of
the temporary drainage system during the construction phase.
It is likely that the entire drainage system shall remain in private ownership, although the
access road and drainage may be offered for adoption. The site operator shall be responsible
for the maintenance of the drainage features within the site. The developer should provide a
maintenance plan for the development.
This flood risk assessment has assessed the potential for flooding to occur at the proposed
development site, and has put forward a conceptual attenuation based drainage system to be
incorporated into the development. In view of the findings of the assessment the
development is appropriate from a flood risk perspective, and should therefore not meet an
objection on flood risk grounds on its planning application.
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APPENDIX A

SITE LOCATION PLAN

APPENDIX B

TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY

APPENDIX C

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

APPENDIX D

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
RESPONSE TO PROPOSALS

APPENDIX E

PLAN SHOWING PERCOLATION
TEST PIT LOCATIONS

APPENDIX F

SOIL INFILTRATION
COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS

Client:
Site:
Job No:

SOAKAWAY DESIGN IN ACCORDANCE WITH BRE DIGEST 365: 1991
BRE Digest 365, Figure 2, Page 5
Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd
Hayle RFC Relocation
C6559
Test No:
TP1 test 1

CALCULATION OF SOIL INFILTRATION RATE
Time (min)
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
60
90
120
180
210
240
300

Depth (mm)
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

Length (m) =
Width (m) =
Depth (m) =

Size of
Soakaway

Depth to water at start of test =
Depth to water at end of test =
Depth to water at 75% level =
Depth to water at 50% level =
Depth to water at 25% level =

50

800mm
800mm
800mm
800mm
800mm

Base area of pit (m 2) = 0.900
Eff area of loss 75 - 25% (m 2) = 12.400
Volume outflow 75 - 25% (m 3) = 0.000
From the graph:
tp 75 (min) = n/a
tp 25 (min) = n/a

n/a normal test
pit with stone
Date:
18/09/2009
Date:
22/09/2009

Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Input by:
LVQ
Checked by:
MJA

0

1.80
0.50
3.30

100

Time (mins)
150

200

250

Depth (mm)

700

900

Notes
No decrease in head over a period of 5 hours, unable to determine permeability.

300

Client:
Site:
Job No:

SOAKAWAY DESIGN IN ACCORDANCE WITH BRE DIGEST 365: 1991
BRE Digest 365, Figure 2, Page 5
Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd
Hayle RFC Relocation
C6559
Test No:
TP2 test 1

CALCULATION OF SOIL INFILTRATION RATE
Time (min)
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
60
90
120
180
210
240

Depth (mm)
750
800
850
870
890
900
1000
1200
1210
1530
1600
1670
2040
2200
2300

Length (m) =
Width (m) =
Depth (m) =

Size of
Soakaway

Depth to water at start of test =
Depth to water at end of test =
Depth to water at 75% level =
Depth to water at 50% level =
Depth to water at 25% level =

40

750mm
2300mm
1138mm
1525mm
1913mm

Base area of pit (m 2) = 0.900
Eff area of loss 75 - 25% (m 2) = 4.465
Volume outflow 75 - 25% (m 3) = 0.698
From the graph:
tp 75 (min) = 14
tp 25 (min) = 158

1.81E-05 normal test
pit with stone
Date:
18/09/2009
Date:
22/09/2009

Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Input by:
LVQ
Checked by:
MJA

0

1.80
0.50
2.30

80

Time (mins)
120

700
900
1100
Depth (mm)

1300
1500
1700
1900
2100
2300

Notes

160

200

240

Client:
Site:
Job No:

SOAKAWAY DESIGN IN ACCORDANCE WITH BRE DIGEST 365: 1991
BRE Digest 365, Figure 2, Page 5
Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd
Hayle RFC Relocation
C6559
Test No:
TP2 test 2

CALCULATION OF SOIL INFILTRATION RATE
Time (min)
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
60
90
120
180
210
240
300

Depth (mm)
900
900
920
940
980
1000
1070
1180
1240
1400
1510
1600
1840
1970
2140
2300

Length (m) =
Width (m) =
Depth (m) =

Size of
Soakaway

Depth to water at start of test =
Depth to water at end of test =
Depth to water at 75% level =
Depth to water at 50% level =
Depth to water at 25% level =

40

900mm
2300mm
1250mm
1600mm
1950mm

Base area of pit (m 2) = 0.900
Eff area of loss 75 - 25% (m 2) = 4.120
Volume outflow 75 - 25% (m 3) = 0.630
From the graph:
tp 75 (min) = 32
tp 25 (min) = 206

1.46E-05 normal test
pit with stone
Date:
18/09/2009
Date:
22/09/2009

Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Input by:
LVQ
Checked by:
MJA

0

1.80
0.50
2.30

80

Time (mins)
120

900
1100

Depth (mm)

1300
1500
1700
1900
2100
2300

Notes

160

200

240

Client:
Site:
Job No:

SOAKAWAY DESIGN IN ACCORDANCE WITH BRE DIGEST 365: 1991
BRE Digest 365, Figure 2, Page 5
Hayle Community Rugby Facilities Ltd
Hayle RFC Relocation
C6559
Test No:
TP3 test 1

CALCULATION OF SOIL INFILTRATION RATE
Time (min)
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
60
90
120
180
210
240
300

Depth (mm)
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

Length (m) =
Width (m) =
Depth (m) =

Size of
Soakaway

Depth to water at start of test =
Depth to water at end of test =
Depth to water at 75% level =
Depth to water at 50% level =
Depth to water at 25% level =

50

600mm
600mm
600mm
600mm
600mm

Base area of pit (m 2) = 0.900
Eff area of loss 75 - 25% (m 2) = 11.480
Volume outflow 75 - 25% (m 3) = 0.000

From the graph:
tp 75 (min) = n/a
tp 25 (min) = n/a

Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Soil infiltration rate, f, (m/s) =
Input by:
LVQ
Checked by:
MJA

0

1.80
0.50
2.90

100

Time (mins)
150

n/a normal test
pit with stone
Date:
18/09/2009
Date:
22/09/2009

200

250

Depth (mm)

500

700

Notes
No decrease in head over a period of 5 hours, unable to determine permeability.
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APPENDIX G

PLAN SHOWING MEASUREMENTS
TAKEN

APPENDIX H

ATTENUATION SYSTEM
CALCULATIONS

APPENDIX I

PROPOSED SURFACE WATER
DRAINAGE SYSTEM

